SOPRANO

SOPRANO is a relive for you. It offers a lot of comfort and an elegant line. Sofa Soprano evokes a soft, cosy
sitting with an extra-wide layer of fleece, covering the seat padding.
In a range of elements in four dimensions (S, M, L, XL) a customer can choose randomly different elements,
standing on elegant and high metal feet, and can combine them together to construct a couch-suite.
Understated elegance is emphatic with a combination of special decorative arm-rest's and backrest's stitch. You
can choose one of five different additional two-needled option decorative stiches. Obliquely designed outline of
wide armrest provides together with special metal foot a modern and elegant look.
The integrated lift mechanism raises the backrest gradually to become an individually adjustable headrest. By
doing so, the sofa's height increases by from 73 cm to 90 cm. The special feature of this mechanism is the
quality function that during the increase of the back rest, reference material strecht simultaneously, so that the
resulting wrinkling is reduced to a minimum.
To enable even more comfort, with easily pull it is possible to gradually enlarge depth of seat area. The standard
depth measures 114 cm. With easily pull, seat depth enlarges for 5cm, 28cm or 48cm.
Adjustable backrest and seat depth provide maximum comfort.
Seat upholstery::
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Feet 2-1
H=130 mm
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1. Frame:
particle board with solid wood frames
2. Seat cushion stuffing: A net of elastic bands and PHR foam:
elastic PUR foam in the density of 45 kg/ m3 with diolen layer
3. Back cushion filling: Sandwich-combination of different elastic foams
supported by a net of elastic bands.
Such back and seat cushion design ensure soft, round and enriched line.
4. Feet:
Metal
5. Adjustable seat depth: can be 5 cm, 28 cm or 48 cm enlarged
Purchasing price list
Please note: For the production of a model including two different materials of one price group we will charge
an extra charge of 10%. Please contact us for amount of the extra charge, when two materials of diffenrent price
groups are included. It is common practice, that the cutting outs and stitching structures of leather suites differ
from fabric suites. The sketches of elements in the price lists serve only as illustrations. Special modifications of
models on request.
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